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Abstract

How do banking crises a�ect rich, middle-class and poor households? This paper quan-
ti�es the redistributive implications of banking crises for a panel of 140 economies over the
period 1970-2017. We rely on di�erent empirical settings, including an instrumental vari-
able approach that exploits the geographical di�usion of banking crises across borders. Our
results show that banking crises systematically redistribute income from rich households
towards the middle-class. We also �nd that income inequality increases during periods pre-
ceding the trigger of a banking crisis.
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1 Introduction

The recurrent episodes of �nancial instability in many advanced and emerging economies since
the 1980s have led to question the role of �nance in our societies. Over the past decades and
in a context marked by rising inequality, an important literature has emerged that reconsiders
the impact of �nance on income inequality.1 One dimension that has received attention in the
literature is banking crises. In fact, while the relationship between �nancial development and
inequality is still debated, “too much �nance” can also be linked to the frequency of banking
crises, which in turn, a�ect inequality.2 However, the existing literature on the interaction
between banking crises and income inequality (i) remains inconclusive, (ii) lacks strong causal
assessment and (iii) does not examine the impacts across the entire income distribution.

This paper presents new empirical evidence on the redistributive consequences of banking cri-
sis using annual data from 140 countries spanning the period 1970-2017. Di�erent segments
of the income ladder are considered, consisting of top incomes, the middle-class as well as
incomes at the bottom. On the one hand, banking crises primarily induce output losses, but
their impacts across the income distribution may be heterogeneous, especially because rich,
middle-class and poor households rely on di�erent income sources. On the other hand, there
are several databases of banking crises, which identify disruptions in the banking system based
on exceptional events or policy interventions, such as bank closures and government bailouts.
To examine how banking crises a�ect the income distribution, we use a database o�ering the
largest coverage of banking crises episodes, and introduce an original identi�cation of the causal
relationship of interest. Speci�cally, our identi�cation strategy exploits the fact that the trigger
of banking crises spread geographically and produce contagion e�ects across borders.

The estimation of the causal e�ect of a banking crisis on the income distribution faces several
challenges. First, countries that have experienced a banking crisis di�er from those that have
not, in terms of unobserved economic and institutional characteristics, that also have an impact
on the dynamics of income distribution. Second, as shown by Bellettini et al. (2019), income
inequality tends to be higher at the beginning of the crisis than during the previous years, which
violates the parallel-trends assumption that underlies panel data estimates. Third, even though
controlling for country �xed e�ects and income distribution dynamics mitigates these issues,
the trigger of a banking crisis could be driven by time-varying unobservable factors, potentially
leading to biased estimates. Our paper aims to address these challenges using di�erent settings.
1See Bazillier and Hericourt (2017) for an excellent review of the relationship between inequality, leverage, and
�nancial crises.

2As discussed by Loayza et al. (2018), �nancial liberalization is associated with credit expansions and excessive
risk-taking, which induces economic fragility and the likelihood of crisis.
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The design of our empirical methodology is threefold and broadly draws on Acemoglu et al.
(2019). Our �rst approach infers causal e�ects from a linear panel model using country �xed
e�ects and controlling for the confounding in�uence of auto-regressive dynamics in the income
distribution as well as other potential confounding factors. The inclusion of the lags of the
income distribution indicators ensures that countries experiencing a banking crisis are not on a
di�erential trend in terms of inequality dynamics. However, the dynamic panel model does not
tackle the possibility that both banking crises and the income distribution might be a�ected by
time-varying omitted variables.

Our second approach confronts this issue by using an instrumental-variables (IV) approach. The
literature emphasizes that banking crises often spread in regional waves (see van Rijckeghem
and Weder (2001) and Dungey and Gajurel (2015), among others). We introduce empirically this
observation and use regional waves in banking crises as an instrument for the trigger of banking
crises at the country-level. Our IV strategy exploits the geographical di�usion of banking crises
across countries belonging to the same region with similar economic features. We cautiously
make sure that the estimated e�ect of interest is not driven by unobserved regional factors or
common trends in the income distribution at the regional level.

The two previous strategies heavily rely on the linearity assumption and restrict the time pat-
tern of the cumulative e�ects of a banking crisis on the income distribution. That is why our
third approach adopts a semiparametric treatment e�ects framework to examine how the trig-
ger of a banking crisis – the treatment – a�ects the income distribution over time. This ap-
proach, which is based on Angrist and Guido (2011) and Angrist et al. (2018), links the selection
of a country into a banking crisis to observables, namely the dynamics of the income distribu-
tion and country-level controls. Related to our �rst approach, this strategy also ensures that
countries experiencing a banking crisis are not an a di�erential inequality trend relative to
those that have not. Further, it allows estimating the dynamic e�ects of a banking crisis on the
income distribution.

There is a large body of empirical works aimed at understanding the distributional implica-
tions of �nancial development and �nancial liberalization. This paper is speci�cally related to
research on the e�ects of banking crises on income inequality.3 Morelli (2018) analyzes how
banking crises in U.S. a�ected top incomes over the period 1913-1915. He �nds that systemic
banking crises “reduce income concentration within the top decile of the U.S. pre–tax and trans-

fers income distribution”. From a cross-country perspective, Roine et al. (2009) examine the
3Note that there is also a growing literature that examines whether increasing income inequality results in banking
crises (see (Atkinson and Morelli, 2015; Bellettini et al., 2019; Kirschenmann et al., 2016; Rhee and Kim, 2018)
among others and van Treeck (2014) for a review).
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long-run determinants of top income shares for 16 countries and document that the outbreak
of banking crises is associated with reduced income shares of the rich. De Haan and Sturm
(2017) attempt to grasp the entire income distribution for a sample of 121 countries covering
1975–2005, and �nd that banking crises increases the Gini index, a standard measure of income
inequality. However, this evidence is challenged by Denk and Cournède (2015), who �nd that
the e�ect of banking crises on the Gini index is insigni�cant for a panel of 31 economies from
1974 to 2011. The same conclusion is reached by Bazillier and Najman (2017) concerning the
relationship between banking crises and the labor share, while that related to currency crises
is positive. There is also prior work on the consequences of recessions and currency crises on
income inequality. For instance, Cho and Newhouse (2013) examines how di�erent types of
workers in middle-income countries were a�ected by the �nancial crisis of 2007–2008. Their
results suggest that female workers and low-skilled workers were not necessarily the most af-
fected during the crisis, while youth experienced signi�cant increases in unemployment and
declines in wage employment.

This paper has three main contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the �rst to
provide the most comprehensive country-time coverage on the redistributive consequences of
banking crises. In this respect, (i) we mobilize Laeven and Valencia (2020)’s database on episodes
of banking crises and (ii) exploit the pre-tax national income shares held by rich, middle-class
and poor households, which are obtained from the World Inequality Database (WID). Although
the timing of banking crises has been assessed in several works, Laeven and Valencia (2020)’s
database seems, according to Chaudron and de Haan (2014), to be more accurate in comparison
to other competing databases. Besides, the empirical analysis focuses on di�erent segments of
the income distribution to examine the di�erentiated e�ects that a banking crisis may produce
on the income ladder. Furthermore, we provide new cross-country evidence on the dynamics
of income distribution prior to the trigger of banking crises, challenging the previous �ndings
of Bordo and Meissner (2012) and Atkinson and Morelli (2011). Finally, unlike most of the
existing evidence on this topic, our analysis aims to support a direct causal relationship between
the occurrence of a banking crisis and the segments of the income distribution using an IV
approach.

Our results are easily summarized. We document beforehand that segments of the income
distribution feature di�erent dynamics in periods around the banking crisis. In fact, the shares
of top incomes are higher at the outbreak of the banking crisis than �ve years earlier, while
that of the middle-class and bottom-income households follow a downward trend. Turning to
the empirical estimations, our dynamic panel model shows that the occurrence of a banking
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crisis is negatively associated with top income shares but this correlation is positive for the
middle-class i.e., households positioned between P21 and P79 of the income ladder. Then, the
IV estimates provides insights into the causal e�ects of banking crises on the segments of the
income distribution. As far as rich households are concerned, the trigger of a banking crisis
reduces the pre-tax national income share held by the top 1% by 0.77 percentage points. This
negative e�ect holds as well for the top 10% and top 20% richest, whose income shares decline
by 1.08 and 0.93 percentage points, respectively. Conversely, the middle-class is made better-o�
following a banking crisis as its national income share increases by 0.91 percentage points. We
also demonstrate that this causal evidence is robust to trends in GDP and the income distribution
at the regional level as well as unobserved regional characteristics. Regarding our treatment
framework, the resulting estimates successfully control for the in�uence of the aforementioned
patterns in the income distribution. They also establish that the IV results hold over time:
banking crises have immediate e�ects on top incomes and the middle-class, and these e�ects
persist in the years following the crisis. In all, these results lead us to con�rm that banking
crises redistribute income from the rich to middle-class households. Nonetheless, the obtained
estimates in the the three empirical approaches do not seem to indicate a clear-cut relationship
between banking crises and bottom-income shares i.e.; the 20% and 10% poorest.

How to interpret these results? A plausible explanation concerning the negative e�ects on top
incomes can be related to the fact that banking crises are typically associated with stock market
crashes (Reinhart and Rogo� (2013)). Given that capital incomes constitute the bulk of rich
households, it is possible to rationalize the negative e�ect of banking crises on top 1%, 10% and
20% following this line of thought. As for the middle-class, our evidence can support the political
economy view of Chwieroth and Walter (2017): banking crises electorally threaten governments
in o�ce – especially by the middle-class voters – leading them to implement extensive bailouts
and other policies aimed at o�setting the consequences of the crisis. Although this applies in
particular to democracies, we acknowledge that other stories cannot be ruled out. In this sense,
the role of labor market institutions and safety net systems as well as the e�ect of banking
crises on mortgage loans – which are mainly held by middle-class households – should not be
ignored.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3 dis-
cusses some prima-facie evidence on the relationship between banking crises and the income
distribution. The fourth section introduces the estimation methodologies and the identi�cation
strategy. Section 5 presents the results, while the sixth and �nal section concludes the paper.
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2 Data

Our empirical analysis builds on a country-level yearly dataset of 140 countries (Table A1 in the
Appendix lists the countries included in the sample) over the period 1970-2017 based on two
building blocks, banking crises and the pre-tax national income shares of di�erent percentiles.

Data on banking crises

Information on the timing of banking crises are obtained from the database of Laeven and Va-
lencia (2020). The authors rely on “events methodology” and de�ne a banking crisis following
two conditions: (i) the banking system should present serious signs of �nancial distress (signif-
icant bank runs, losses in the banking system, bank liquidations) together with (ii) important
policy interventions in response to the major disruptions in the banking system.4 The crisis
variable is one if a country faces a banking crisis and is zero otherwise. Several databases on
banking crises exist but they strongly disagree on the start/end of crisis dates, which conse-
quently translates into di�erent lengths of banking crises (see Reinhart and Rogo� (2009), for
instance). We prefer, however, the Laeven and Valencia (2020)’s database inasmuch as Chau-
dron and de Haan (2014) show that it is more reliable than competing banking crises databases,
in addition to its wide country coverage. Although the simple categorical variable on bank-
ing crises prevents us from exploring the di�erent duration and intensities of the crises, we
adopt an empirical strategy that allows estimating overtime the e�ects of a banking crisis on
the income distribution. Figure A1 in the Appendix provides an overview of the occurrence of
banking crises over the studied period and records 459 episodes of banking crises (systemic and
non-systemic).

Data on income distribution

Most previous studies on the crisis-inequality nexus relied on the widely used Gini index, which
is a synthetic measure of income inequality. One contribution of this paper is to go beyond the
Gini index and examine the redistributive e�ects of banking crises by focusing on di�erent
segments of the income distribution. This is done in order to uncover the di�erentiated im-
pacts that crises may produce on rich, middle class and poor households. To achieve this, we
use pre-tax income shares from the World Inequality Database (WID), which combines data
from national accounts, household surveys and tax declarations to produce series on the entire
distribution of income from the bottom to the top. As explained by Alveredo et al. (2016), the
4To be more speci�c, the authors identify six banking policy measures (such as nationalizations) and require at
least three of these measures to have been implemented in order to consider a crisis as systemic. Other criteria
that are taken into account are discussed in Laeven and Valencia (2020).
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pre-tax income concept retained in the data is based on the notion of national income (i.e., gross
domestic product, minus consumption of �xed capital, plus net foreign income). To the best of
our knowledge, the WID is the only database o�ering systematic and comparable measures of
income deciles.

The pre-tax income distribution indicators used in this study cover (i) top incomes, (ii) the
middle-class and (iii) bottom income groups. Top income shares consist of the pre-tax national
income shares held by the top 1%, top 10% and top 20% richest. Di�erent top income shares are
considered because they feature important heterogeneity: labor incomes constitute the bulk
of top deciles, while the 1% richest onwards rely more on capital and business incomes (see
Roine and Waldenström (2015), for instance). The middle-class is measured by the national
income share held by households positioned between percentiles P21 and P79, thereby including
both the lower and upper middle-classes. Finally, bottom income groups include the shares of
national income held by the 20% and 10% poorest. Table A2 in the Appendix presents some
summary statistics for the data on income distribution.

Other variables

The determinants of income inequality that constantly recur in the literature include global-
ization, �nancial development, public spending in addition to institutions and political factors.
Most of the control variables used here are obtained from the World Development Indicators
(WDI) database of the World Bank.

Regarding globalization, we use the ratio of trade (i.e., the sum of exports and imports) to GDP
along with the well-known Chinn and Ito (2006)’s index that measures a country’s capital mo-
bility status. Using a panel of 51 countries over the 1981-2003 period, Jaumotte et al. (2013) �nd
that “whereas trade globalization is associated with a reduction in inequality, �nancial globaliza-

tion – and foreign direct investment in particular – is associated with an increase in inequality”.
Furthermore, while the role �nancial development – measured in our paper by the ratio of do-
mestic private credit to GDP – has been repeatedly pointed out in the inequality literature, its
net-e�ect on the income distribution is still debated: �nancial development could make access
to credit easier for low-income households but growing evidence shows that more �nance fa-
vors top incomes and exacerbates macroeconomic volatility (see De Haan and Sturm (2017) and
Phelan (2016), for instance). Political institutions are assessed by the Polity2 index, which scales
the regime in place from -10 (hereditary monarchy) to +10 (consolidated democracy) and public
spending is proxied by the ratio of government expenditures to GDP. Finally, we include the
country’s GDP and its squared term to capture the confounding e�ects of the Kuznets curve.
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3 Prima facie evidence

To get a preliminary picture of the relationship between banking crises and income distribution
at the national level, we estimate a standard dynamic panel model. Di�erent income indicators
are regressed on their lagged value, a banking crisis dummy, taking the value one in case of
systemic banking crisis, and a set of country and time �xed e�ects. The results are reported in
Table 1. We refrain hitherto from making any causality statement.

Column (1) and (2) present the association between banking crises and aggregated income mea-
sured by the real GDP and the real national income, respectively. The trigger of a banking crisis
is associated with a decrease of 3.7% of real GDP and 3.8% of national income. But these obser-
vations conceal existing di�erences between income groups. Column (3) to column (8) explore
the dependencies between banking crisis and the average income for several groups. The top
1% earners have incomes that are 5.47% less important following a banking crisis. The esti-
mates follow a downward trend (in absolute term) with income groups up to the middle-class.
The coe�cient of interest is −0.044 for P10, −0.042 for P20 and −0.033 for the middle-class.
This pattern reverses for the 20% poorest as the average income of B20 is reduced by 5.46%

and by 8.14% for B10. This suggests that the e�ect of banking crises is stronger at the left and
right tails of the income distribution, which justi�es focusing on percentiles rather than the
Gini index, for instance. In the following, we will use the income share of di�erent percentiles
to analyze the redistributive e�ects of banking crisis.

Table 1: Banking crisis and the distribution of the national income

GDPpc NIpc P1 P10 P20 Mid 21-79 B20 B10
Banking crisis -0.037** -0.038** -0.054*** -0.044** -0.042** -0.033** -0.054*** -0.081***

(0.016) (0.016) (0.020) (0.01) (0.017) (0.016) (0.035) (0.026)
Observations 2480 2482 2482 2471 2439 2439 2437 2428
Countries in sample 137 137 137 137 137 137 137 137

Note: This table reports prima facie evidence of the relationship between a banking crisis and the national income
as well as the average pre-tax income of di�erent income groups. GDPpc and NIpc refer to the log of the real GDP
per capita and the log of the pre-tax national income, respectively. P1, P10, P20, Mid 21-79, B20 and B10 correspond
to the log of the average pre-tax income of the top 1%, top 10% and top 20% richest, the households positioned
between P21 and P79 and the bottom 20% and 10% poorest, respectively. The estimates are from dynamic panel
regressions with country and time �xed e�ects. Cluster-robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, **
and *** indicate statistical signi�cance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

Another way to get a sense of the interaction between banking crises and income distribution
is to look at the dynamics of the di�erent income percentiles around the banking crisis. Figure
1 depicts income shares dynamics in countries that endure a banking crisis at year 0 relative to
other countries that are spared from a massive disruption of their banking system. It is interest-
ing to notice that banking crises are preceded by di�erent variations across income percentiles.
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The shares of the top 1%, top 10% and top 20% increase prior to a banking crisis compared to
countries that do not experience one, which is consistent with the observation of Morelli (2018)
in the U.S. context. Figure (a) can be read as follow: 5 years before the trigger of a banking crisis,
the income share of the top 1% is 1 percentage point lower than its value at the beginning of the
crisis, relative to countries that do not enter in crisis. This shows that the pre-event trend is not
the same. The increase of top income shares obviously induces income losses for other groups:
�gures (d), (e) and (f) show that the middle-class and bottom groups experience a reduction of
their national income shares, compared to countries that do not experience a banking crisis.

Figure 1: Change in income share around banking crisis

(a) Top 1% (b) Top 10%

(c) Top 20% (d) Middle-class

(e) Bottom 20% (f) Bottom 10%

Note: Income shares before and after a banking crisis. Income shares are normalized relative to the income share
prevailing the year before the banking crisis.
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This observation motivates the necessity to consider a thorough empirical strategy analyzing
the causal redistributive e�ects of banking crises. In fact, the di�erence in pre-event trends
violate the assumptions underlying panel data estimates or di�erence-in-di�erence framework
i.e., parallel trends assumption. We need to explicitly model the pre-trend to make it parallel
or, in other words, to remove the confounding e�ects of income shares dynamics on banking
crises. This implies considering a speci�cation that includes one or more autoregressive terms.
In doing so, we address the issue of potential endogenous selection into banking crisis and
insure that the error term of the model we estimate is serially uncorrelated, given that income
shares show persistent serial correlation.

However, introducing autoregressive terms is not enough to fully control for all the sources of
endogeneity as there are factors other than inequality to explain selection into a banking crisis.
For instance, Borio and Drehmann (2009) argue that strong increases in credit and asset prices
have tended to precede banking crises. As shown in El Herradi and Leroy (2020), changes in the
income distribution may also have a non-negligible impact on credit expansion. Furthermore,
an omitted variable bias can be caused by time-varying unobservable factors a�ecting both the
likelihood of a banking crisis and income distribution. To sum up, there are many challenges to
properly infer causal assessment of banking crisis on the distribution of the income. We discuss
our proposals to tackle these challenges in the next section.

4 Empirical approach

The design of our empirical strategy is threefold and broadly follows Acemoglu et al. (2019). We
start with a panel model that controls for the in�uence of the lagged terms of the income shares
as well as other potential confounding factors. Then, we propose an Instrumental Variable
(IV) strategy to deal with potential endogeneity bias. Finally, we confront the endogeneity of
selection by modelling through observables the selection of countries into banking crises.

Dynamic panel model

Our �rst empirical speci�cation consists of estimating the following dynamic panel:

yp,i,t = βCrisisi,t +
l∑

j=1

λjyi,t−j + κxi,t−1 + αi + γt + εi,t (1)

where yp,i,t refers to the income share of the percentile p in country i at time t. Crisis is a
dummy variable taking the value one if the country i is facing a systemic banking crisis in year
t according the crisis dates of Laeven and Valencia (2020). xi,t−1 is a vector of lagged control
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variables, while αi, γt and εi,t refer to country �xed e�ects, time �xed e�ects and an error term,
respectively. The number of lags l of the dependent variable is set to 4 in order to eliminate
residual serial correlation in the error term.

The baseline model is estimated by a �xed e�ect estimator. We acknowledge that the estimates
are subject to an asymptotic bias because demeaning in a dynamic panel model results in cor-
relation between the error terms and regressors i.e., Nickell bias. However, the size of this bias
decreases as the length of the sample increases. Hence, its importance in our analysis is small
as the time dimension of our panel is large, covering a maximum of 43 years and an average
of almost 19 years. To ensure that our results are not a�ected by such a bias, we use in ro-
bustness the GMM Arellano-Bond estimator. While the latter deals with the �xed e�ects bias,
it also introduces another one due to the proliferation of instruments ("too many instruments
problem" (Roodman, 2009)) stemming from the large time dimension of our panel. The trade-
o� between the OLS and GMM biases we face leads us to prefer as baseline the simple OLS
estimation approach.

To make causal assessment from equation 1, we must assume that banking crises are orthogonal
to contemporaneous shocks in income shares. This exogeneity assumption is strong but it is
not unplausible because we control for relevant factors that simultaneously a�ect the income
shares and the experience of a banking crisis. Our speci�cation indeed accounts for the fact that
banking crises (i) are preceded by a di�erent dynamics across the income distribution and (ii)
could depend on di�erent levels of �nancial development, GDP or trade openness, for instance.
But a time-varying omitted variable, that is, the joint determination of income distribution
and banking crises may still confound our estimates. That is why we relax the exogeneity
assumption of the banking crisis and propose an IV strategy.

Instrumental variable approach

Identifying causality through instrumental variables is often challenging as it implies �nding
exogenous perturbations that a�ect the probability of a country to experience a systemic bank-
ing crisis without directly in�uencing the income distribution. To meet the IV conditions (rel-
evance and exclusion restriction), we propose instruments that exploit the geographically dif-
fusive character of the banking crises. Our instruments are inspired by Acemoglu et al. (2019)
and Lang and Tavares (2018) in that they use geographic transmission as a way to instrument
democracy and globalization, respectively. The authors assume that a country’s political regime
or degree of openness is exogenously a�ected by the political regime or globalization intensity
of the neighbour countries. We replicate this very idea in our context and assume that the past
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manifestation of banking crises nearby a country a�ects its probability to experience as well
a banking crisis. The fact that banking crises spread geographically and produce contagion
e�ects is well established in the literature (Cetorelli and Goldberg, 2011; Dungey and Gajurel,
2015; Kaminsky and Reinhart, 2000).

The exclusion restriction of our IV strategy imposes that banking crises abroad do not a�ect
domestic income distribution through channels other than the (predicted) country’s banking
crisis, conditional on the included control variables and �xed e�ects. This is questionable as
long as banking crises abroad may directly reduce the national income through a reduction
of foreign incomes (which are considered in the WID de�nition of the national income). The
main issue is that foreign incomes are most likely received by top percentile groups, meaning
that banking crises abroad may impact directly home income distribution. To make sure that
identi�cation strategy is not a�ected by this confounding e�ect, we add covariates measuring
foreign GDP and foreign income distribution. By doing so, the contagion of a banking crisis
becomes orthogonal to the geographical spread of national income and its distribution.

Taking geography into account to build our instrument seems both relevant and consistent with
the exclusion restriction but the challenge is still to concretely de�ne geographic proximity.
First, we follow Acemoglu et al. (2019) in de�ning di�erent geographic regions into the world.
The de�nition of the regions are based on the World Bank classi�cation and leads to parcel the
world into 7 regions.5 Each region de�nes the set of countries that can in�uence the probability
of observing a banking crisis in a given country belonging to the subregion. As an illustration,
we will consider that a banking crisis in Algeria is a�ected by banking crises in North Africa
and Middle East. To generalize, we posit that a banking crisis in country i is in�uenced by
banking crisis in the set of countries Ii = j 6= i;Ri = Rj , which includes countries j belonging
to the same regionR as the country i. Then, we de�ne our instrument, Zi,t−1, as the one-period
lagged jackknifed average of banking crisis in region R, which may be expressed as follows:

Zi,t−1 =
1

|Ii|
∑
j∈Ii

Crisisj,t−1 (2)

where |Ii| corresponds to the number of counties in the region R minus one.

In view of the usual IV threats to the exclusion restriction assumption, we introduce another
geographical instrument based on the same idea that banking crises have a geographical dif-
fusive character. On the one hand, this allows evaluating the consistency of our results with
another source of exogenous geographical perturbations of the home banking crisis. On the
5Give the regions. For robustness, we also consider another (larger) partition of the World following the United
Nations classi�cation. The results are broadly insensitive to the region partition choice.
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other hand, it addresses the limitation of the just-identi�ed 2SLS model, where exclusion re-
strictions cannot be tested. In this respect, using two geographical instruments at the same
time, i.e., over-identifying the model, enables us to perform a Hansen over-identi�cation test
and, therefore, to formally test the exclusion restriction.

While the �rst instrument considers that the contagion of banking crises is regional, the second
instrument assumes that banking crises spatially spread according to the geographic distance
between two countries. Speci�cally, we instrument banking crisis of country i at time t with
the one-period lag of the inverse of the geographic distance weighted banking crisis triggers in
all other countries j 6= i at time t− 1:

Z ′i,t−1 =

∑
j 6=i(

1

distancei,j
Crisisj,t−1)∑

j 6=i

1

distancei,j

(3)

As a result, our 2SLS baseline model we estimate is given by:

yi,t,p = β ̂Crisisi,t +
l∑

j=1

λjyi,t−j + κxi,t−1 + αi + γt + εi,t (4)

̂Crisisi,t = δZi,t−1 + λZ ′i,t−1 +
l∑

j=1

θjyi,t−j + κxi,t−1 + µi + ηt + υi,t (5)

where µi, ηt and υi,t refer to country �xed e�ects, time �xed e�ects and the error term, respec-
tively. Our 2SLS model extends equation 1 by strictly relaxing the exogeneity of the banking
crisis variable. Note that we will also estimate a 2SLS model with one instrument at each time.

Treatment e�ects

Our third empirical strategy uses a treatment e�ect framework, in which the treatment is the
trigger of a banking crisis. In comparison to the previously mobilized methods, this approach
allows us to estimate the dynamic e�ects of a banking crisis on income distribution. The main
challenge with such an approach is that banking crises are not randomly assigned. Countries
that experience a banking crisis are di�erent in term of their potential outcomes as highlighted
by our prima-facie evidence in section 3. As a consequence, this raises a causal inference prob-
lem and the average treatment e�ect on the treated (ATT) cannot be directly obtained as in a
randomized control trial.6
6ATT is the di�erence between the change of income distribution given the treatment and the change of income
distribution with no treatment for a treated country.
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To obtain ATT from our observational study, we must isolate the e�ects of the banking crisis on
income distribution from other observable factors a�ecting both the treatment assignment and
the outcomes. Accounting for the confounding e�ects of the covariates reduces the selection
bias (i.e., omitted variable bias), which allows to properly compare the outcome between the
treatment and control groups. The general approach consists of estimating a propensity score
de�ned as the likelihood of treatment assignment conditional on observed covariates. Formally,
the ATT is given by:

ATT = Ee(X)(E(Y1|e(X), Z = 1)− E(Y0|e(X), Z = 1)) (6)

where e(X) is the propensity score to experience a banking crisis. X refers to a vector of
covariates, Y1 indicates the potential outcome when the country is in the treated group while Y0
is the potential outcome when the country is in the control group and Z is a dummy indicating
the treatment selection.

To estimate ATT, we mobilize the Inverse Probability Weighting (IPW) estimator as well as the
doubly robust estimator. The IPW method weighs each outcome by the inverse probability of
being treated, that is obtained from a logit model. In practice, this method gives more weight to
the outcome in the control group (no banking crisis) with a high propensity score to experience
a banking crisis. In addition to time �xed e�ects, our logit model includes as covariates the one
to four period lags of the income segments, the log of GDP and the credit-to-GDP ratio. In fact,
it has been demonstrated that credit growth is a strong predictor of banking crises (see Borio
et al. (2002), Drehmann et al. (2011), Jordà et al. (2011) Schularick and Taylor (2012), among
others).

Our estimations of the ATT are supplemented by the doubly robust estimator. The latter com-
plements the IPW estimator by adjusting the outcome using a linear regression model. In
the �rst place, we estimate the propensity score and weigh outcomes, then we regress these
weighted outcomes on covariates. The covariates we use here are the same as those mobilized
in the logit model, in addition to the controls included in the two previous empirical strategies
(government expenditures, trade and �nancial openness, political regime).

The dynamic causal e�ect is afterwards obtained by estimating a sequence of ATT overtime,
in which the endogenous variable (the national income share held by the top 1% richest, for
instance) is allowed to vary. More precisely, ATT1 will indicate the change in the considered
income share between the period 1 and the starting year of the banking crisis (period 0) caused
by the banking crisis, while ATT5 will indicate the change in income share between the period
5 and period 0.
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As long as the one to four year lags of the income share are included as control variables, we
ensure that there is no pre-event trend for the �ve years before the banking crisis. However,
a pre-trend could be observed even before, making invalid the no pre-trend assumption of the
ATT approach. That is why we complement our approach by estimating at the e�ects of a bank-
ing crisis on backward changes of the outcome, that is, the changes in the considered income
share between year -10 and year 0, for instance. This should be viewed as a simple speci�ca-
tion test as we do not expect signi�cant e�ects of banking crisis in period 0 on the backward
dynamic changes in the income distribution. In the case where the average treatment e�ect on
the treated at period −10 (ATT−10) is signi�cantly di�erent from 0, we should conclude that
our model is not correctly speci�ed and, therefore, projection estimates are mistaken.

5 Empirical results

In this section, we present the results of the empirical assessment of the banking crises e�ects
across the income distribution. The baseline and IV results are �rst discussed before turning to
the dynamic e�ects of banking crises.

Dynamic panel estimates

Our �rst approach to estimating the redistributive e�ects of banking crises is to introduce a full
dynamic model for several indicators of the income distribution. Table 2 reports the baseline
results obtained from the estimation of equation 1 by a �xed-e�ects estimator, controlling for
a number of lags. The occurrence of a banking crisis is associated with signi�cant yet di�er-
entiated e�ects across the income distribution. First, banking crises and top income shares are
negatively related, with the richest 1% bearing the largest losses. Columns (1)-(3) report the
coe�cients of the banking crisis dummy for top incomes and indicate that the national income
shares held by the top 1%, top 10 % and top 20% are, respectively, 0.28, 0.27 and 0.22 percentage
points lower. Second, column (4) shows, by contrast, that this e�ect reverse for middle-class as
banking crises are associated with an increase of 0.26 percentage points in the pre-tax income
share going to households positioned between P21 and P79. Finally, as far as bottom income
groups are concerned, the reported coe�cients in columns (5)-(6) show a negative correlation
between banking crises and the income shares of the 20% and 10% poorest. It should also be
noted that low-income groups losses from a banking crisis account for only one-third of those
experienced by top incomes, thereby suggesting that the negative e�ects of banking crises are
stronger at the right tail of the income distribution. This is in sharp contrast with the prima-
facie evidence depicted in Table 1.
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As mentioned, the baseline estimations of Table 2 also control for 4 lags of the pre-tax national
income shares. In a pattern common to all of the speci�cations that we report, we �nd a siz-
able amount of persistence in the distribution of income, with coe�cients of the �rst lag being
signi�cantly positive and smaller than 1, while those of the third and fourth lags are negative,
especially for top income shares. Regarding other control variables, we �nd that the size of
government expenditures is positively correlated with top income shares but this correlation
is negative for the middle-class. Inversely, the enhancement of a country’s institutional en-
vironment i.e. democratic consolidation, counts against top incomes and favors middle-class
households, while its e�ect on the bottom of the income distribution is insigni�cant.

Table 2: Banking crisis and the distribution of the national income - Baseline results

Top 1% Top 10% Top 20% Middle-class Bottom 20% Bottom 10%

Banking crisis -0.280*** -0.276** -0.218** 0.258*** -0.063* -0.051***
(0.094) (0.117) (0.106) (0.090) (0.035) (0.015)

Lag1 0.911*** 0.9777*** 0.988*** 0.953*** 0.6651*** 0.403***
(0.107) (0.065) (0.052) (0.054) (0.136) (0.150)

Lag2 0.130 0.090 0.058 0.067 0.153*** 0.148***
(0.119) (0.082) (0.065) (0.065) (0.034) (0.027)

Lag3 -0.106* -0.155*** -0.141*** -0.084 0.003 0.093***
(0.064) (0.049) (0.049) (0.058) (0.052) (0.030)

Lag4 -0.063 -0.014 -0.006 -0.046 0.010 0.031
(0.043) (0.032) (0.034) (0.038) (0.026) (0.042)

GDP 0.507 0.081 0.045 -0.051 0.009 0.002
(0.453) (0.446) (0.382) (0.346) (0.127) (0.086)

GDP2 -0.013 -0.001 -0.000 0.001 -0.001 -0.000
(0.010) (0.011) (0.009) (0.008) (0.003) (0.002)

Gov. 0.029** 0.029** 0.021** -0.018** -0.005* -0.003
(0.012) (0.011) (0.010) (0.009) (0.003) (0.002)

Trade 0.001 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

Fin. Open. 0.026 0.084 0.103 -0.128 0.031 0.028
(0.147) (0.174) (0.150) (0.144) (0.050) (0.038)

Credit 0.002 0.000 0.001 -0.001 -0.001*** -0.001***
(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000)

Polity2 -0.028** -0.031** -0.027** 0.025** 0.006* 0.004
(0.012) (0.013) (0.011) (0.010) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 2634 2618 2566 2566 2566 2566
Countries in sample 140 140 140 140 140 140

Note: This table shows baseline results from the estimation of equation 1 for the national income shares held
by the top 1% (column (1)), top 10% (column (2)) and top 20% richest (column (3)); the middle class (column (4));
the national income share held by the 20% and 10% poorest. Country and time �xed e�ects are included and and
cluster-robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate statistical signi�cance at the 10%,
5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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The robustness of the dynamic panel estimates is assessed in Table 3. The �rst set of checks
estimates equation 1 with country and time �xed e�ects, while omitting the set of control vari-
ables. The results are consistent with baseline estimations, although the association between
banking crises and bottom income shares is not statistically signi�cant. In the second battery of
checks, we consider speci�cations with smaller lag numbers and �nd that the e�ect of interest
holds only for the richest 1% and bottom income shares, whereas the coe�cient for the middle-
class is only signi�cant at the 10% level. Then, we assess the sensitivity of our results to outliers
by taking into account the prediction errors in the regressions. This procedure shows that top
income shares and – to a lesser extent – bottom income groups are negatively a�ected by a
banking crisis, while the coe�cient of the middle-class turns insigni�cant. An additional set of
sensitivity analysis includes the contemporaneous as well as three lags of the control variables.
Albeit the implied dynamics are now richer, the overall e�ect of banking crises on the income
distribution is close to that found in Table 2, except that estimates for the middle-class and poor
households are less statistically signi�cant. The last set of checks uses the Arellano-Bond GMM
estimator that deals with the Nickell bias, and produces estimates that do not depart from the
general pattern established in the baseline �ndings.

Table 3: Banking crisis and the distribution of the national income - Baseline robustness

Top 1% Top 10% Top 20% Middle-class Bottom 20% Bottom 10%
1- No controls -0.170** -0.233*** -0.211*** 0.224*** -0.020 -0.037*

(0.067) (0.080) (0.075) (0.061) (0.033) (0.021)
2- One lag -0.271** -0.205 -0.143 0.188* -0.057** -0.038***

(0.110) (0.132) (0.117) (0.104) (0.026) (0.012)
3- Two lags -0.256** -0.181 -0.127 0.173* -0.066** -0.045***

(0.107) (0.125) (0.111) (0.098) (0.031) (0.013)
4- Outliers -0.266*** -0.278** -0.216** -0.078 -0.068** -0.054***

(0.090) (0.110) (0.099) (0.185) (0.034) (0.015)
5- More controls -0.265*** -0.246** -0.190* 0.247* -0.068* -0.026*

(0.098) (0.124) (0.113) (0.132) (0.037) (0.015)
6- GMM -0.280** -0.241* -0.182 0.223** -0.059 -0.036**

(0.115) (0.143) (0.131) (0.110) (0.036) (0.015)

Note: This table reports the relationship between banking crises and the considered income distribution measures
for speci�cations that (i) remove the vector of control variables, (ii) consider only one/two lags, (iii) account for
outliers, (iv) add more controls and (v) use the Arellano–Bond GMM estimator. Country and time �xed e�ects
are included and and cluster-robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate statistical
signi�cance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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IV estimates: banking crises waves

Our second empirical approach exploits regional di�usion of banking crises as an exogenous
source of variation in a country’s likelihood to experience a disruption of its banking system.
Such a strategy deals with time-varying omitted variables that simultaneously a�ect banking
crises and income distribution, which are not addressed by the standard dynamic panel model.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst contribution attempting to examine the causal
e�ect of banking crises on di�erent segments of the income distribution.

Table 4 presents our 2SLS estimates of equation 5. These estimates depart from the baseline
results in two important respects: (i) the (causal) e�ect of a banking crisis on top incomes and
the middle-class is larger than in previous estimates, whereas (ii) its impact on bottom-income
groups is positive, but not statistically signi�cant. Such a discrepancy with the previous �ndings
speaks to the existence of an attenuation bias in the OLS estimation. To put it di�erently, our
IV is capturing waves in banking crises that more likely to re�ect exogenous �uctuations than
�uctuations we could identify using a simple OLS regression control strategy. In particular, the
banking crisis coe�cient for the top 20% richest is -0.93 percentage points (column (3)), while
that of the middle-class reports an increase that amounts to 0.91 percentage points (column
(4)). It therefore seems that banking crises redistribute income from rich households to the
middle-class, without a�ecting bottom-income groups. This redistribution is consistent with
Bazillier and Najman (2017), suggesting that banking crises primarily a�ect capital incomes,
which constitute the main earnings source of well-o� household.

The inclusion of two instruments in equation 5 further enables us to perform a Hansen overi-
denti�cation test, which provides no evidence of misspeci�cation. The Kleibergen-Paap test
F-statistics are also reported and reject the null hypothesis of weak instruments. Besides, the
overall amount of persistence of income distribution indicators, reported below the banking
crisis coe�cients of Table 5, is close to that found in the dynamic panel estimates.

We carry out a number of tests to check the robustness of our IV �ndings. These are shown
in Table 5. Because we adopted an over-identi�ed speci�cation with two instruments, a �rst
test consists of assessing the sensitivity of our results to only one instrument. First, exploiting
the exogenous di�usion of banking crises through regional waves con�rms the results reported
in Table 4: top income shares decline in the aftermath of a banking crisis and the middle-class
is made better-o�, while low-income households are una�ected. Second, assuming that bank-
ing crises spread spatially according to geographical distance suggests that top deciles and the
middle-class follow the aforementioned pattern, while the estimated coe�cient on the richest
1% is negative but not statistically signi�cant. Further, to assess whether the IV exclusion re-
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striction is violated, we estimate equation 5 without control variables and show that the baseline
IV �ndings continue to hold. Another potential source of bias in our IV estimates could arise
from di�erential trends in the distribution of income among countries that have experienced a
banking crisis. That is why we control for these trends by including the average, per region, of
top income shares, middle-class and bottom income shares. The results are reported in line (4)
of Table 5 and show strong consistency with the main IV estimates.

Table 4: Banking crisis and the distribution of the national income - IV results

Top 1% Top 10% Top 20% Middle-class Bottom 20% Bottom 10%

Banking crisis -0.776** -1.081*** -0.929*** 0.906*** 0.209 0.127
(0.332) (0.330) (0.287) (0.257) (0.150) (0.114)

Lag1 0.906*** 0.978*** 0.991*** 0.950*** 0.663*** 0.406***
(0.109) (0.068) (0.055) (0.057) (0.137) (0.156)

Lag2 0.144 0.111 0.076 0.088 0.151*** 0.145***
(0.120) (0.085) (0.068) (0.067) (0.032) (0.034)

Lag3 -0.112* -0.181*** -0.167*** -0.099 -0.015 0.079***
(0.064) (0.049) (0.050) (0.062) (0.045) (0.025)

Lag4 -0.065 -0.003 0.005 -0.041 0.015 0.031
(0.044) (0.032) (0.033) (0.041) (0.032) (0.051)

GDP 0.758 -0.156 -0.149 0.092 0.136 0.101
(0.606) (0.626) (0.567) (0.499) (0.199) (0.132)

GDP2 -0.019 0.005 0.005 -0.003 -0.004 -0.003
(0.015) (0.016) (0.015) (0.013) (0.005) (0.003)

Gov 0.031*** 0.031*** 0.021** -0.019** -0.005 -0.003
(0.012) (0.011) (0.009) (0.009) (0.003) (0.002)

Trade 0.001 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Fin. Open. -0.005 0.070 0.103 -0.124 0.037 0.029
(0.153) (0.174) (0.148) (0.143) (0.057) (0.041)

Credit 0.004** 0.003* 0.004** -0.003* -0.002** -0.002**
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

Polity2 -0.030** -0.033** -0.028** 0.026** 0.007* 0.004
(0.012) (0.013) (0.012) (0.010) (0.004) (0.003)

Observations 2555 2539 2487 2487 2487 2487
Countries in sample 137 137 137 137 137 137
Kleibergen-Paap 25.0 24.1 23.6 23.6 25.8 24.9
Hansen p− value 0.37 0.92 0.77 0.72 0.71 0.62

Note: This table shows the IV results from the estimation of equation 5 for the national income shares held by
the top 1% (column (1)), top 10% (column (2)) and top 20% richest (column (3)); the middle class (column (4)); the
national income share held by the 20% and 10% poorest. We report the Kleibergen and Paap (2006) statistic for weak
instruments and the p-value for the Hansen over-identi�cation test. Country and time �xed e�ects are included
and and cluster-robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate statistical signi�cance at
the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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In the same line of thought, to make sure that the di�usion of banking crises are not caused
by other regional trends, we include region-speci�c trends in our speci�cation. The estima-
tions displayed in line (5) suggest that our IV results are not a�ected by unobserved regional
heterogeneity. In dealing with regionally correlated omitted variables, two complementary pro-
cedures are introduced, which consist of controlling for foreign income distribution and foreign
GDP. First, income distribution indicators are allowed to be spatially correlated as a function
of the inverse of the distance between countries (see equation 3). The results reported in line
(6) are consistent with our baseline �ndings. Second, we consider a speci�cation that includes
GDP per capita at the regional level as well as countries’ “spatial” GDP, which is a function of
the geographical distance between two countries belonging to same region. The results shown
in line (7) remain similar to the baseline evidence. Finally, we explore the sensitivity of our IV
results to outliers. Just as we did in the previous dynamic panel model and following Acemoglu
et al. (2019), our IV speci�cation is estimated by excluding countries with a standardized resid-
ual above 1.96 or below –1.96. The evidence reported in line (8) of Table 5 are very similar to
our baseline results, suggesting that our �ndings are not driven by outliers.

Table 5: Banking crisis and the distribution of the national income - IV robustness

Top 1% Top 10% Top 20% Middle-class Bottom 20% Bottom 10%
1- Regional instrument -0.989** -1.067** -0.823** 0.770** 0.235 0.149

(0.476) (0.523) (0.413) (0.387) (0.202) (0.152)
2- Spatial instrument -0.477 -1.037** -1.029** 1.032** 0.170 0.092

(0.442) (0.482) (0.431) (0.413) (0.134) (0.099)
3- No controls -0.711** -1.064*** -0.908*** 0.832*** 0.148 0.059

(0.320) (0.334) (0.293) (0.247) (0.106) (0.072)
4- Regional income -0.745** -1.019*** -0.890*** 0.867*** 0.201 0.135

(0.328) (0.324) (0.287) (0.258) (0.148) (0.120)
5- Regional trend -0.712** -1.071*** -0.905*** 0.816*** 0.165 0.076

(0.336) (0.348) (0.305) (0.255) (0.110) (0.073)
6- Spatial income dist. -0.790** -1.067*** -0.920*** 0.898*** 0.214 0.128

(0.332) (0.332) (0.288) (0.258) (0.153) (0.115)
7- Spatial & regional GDP -0.704** -0.983*** -0.858*** 0.842*** 0.193 0.124

(0.321) (0.319) (0.281) (0.250) (0.148) (0.115)
8- Outliers -0.776** -1.081*** -0.929*** 1.272*** 0.209 0.127

(0.332) (0.330) (0.287) (0.360) (0.150) (0.114)

Note: This table performs several robustness checks on estimates from the IV approach. Equation 5 is estimated
(i) using the regional instrument, (ii) the spatial instrument; (iii) without control variables; (iv) accounting for
regional income shares trends, (v) unobserved regional trends, (vi) spatial income distribution e�ects; (vii) spatial
& regional GDP outliers and (viii) outliers. Country and time �xed e�ects are included and and cluster-robust
standard errors are reported in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate statistical signi�cance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
levels, respectively.
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5.1 Treatment e�ects and semi-parametric estimates

The previous subsection allowed us to draw causal assessment while controlling for income dis-
tribution dynamics. Although our IV approach produces consistent estimates under its main-
tained assumptions, it embodies two fundamental limitations: (i) the relationship between the
income segments and banking crises is assumed to be linear and (ii) the time pattern of the
cumulative e�ects of interest is restricted.

To address these shortcomings, we estimate the dynamic e�ects of a banking crisis on the sub-
sequent path of income distribution indicators by modeling the selection of countries into bank-
ing crises. In practice, two di�erent empirical methodologies are mobilized. In the �rst place,
we follow Angrist and Guido (2011) and Angrist et al. (2018) in estimating the e�ect of bank-
ing crises on income distribution, conditioning on the propensity score for the occurrence of
a banking crisis. Speci�cally, this propensity score is estimated using a logit regression of the
frequency of banking crises on year �xed e�ects and four lags of the income segment consid-
ered, the log of GDP and the credit-to-GDP ratio, respectively. Figure 2 depicts, for each income
segment, the estimates in the periods p = −10,−5, ..., 10 with p = 0 corresponding to the year
a banking crisis has occurred. As discussed in subsection 4, the estimates for negative values
of p only serve as a speci�cation test and should not be a�ected by the occurrence of banking
crises. The solid line plots the dynamic estimated e�ects of a banking crisis on di�erent income
segments (in percentage points), and the dotted lines plot its 90 percent con�dence interval.

The results in Figure 2 con�rm the pattern described in our IV �ndings and also show that there
is no di�erential trends in income segments before the trigger of a banking crisis. Top incomes
experience a sharp decline in their pre-tax national income shares (graphs (a), (b) and (c)), while
the share of middle-class households increases systematically (graph (d)). For instance, follow-
ing a banking crisis, the top 10% income share declines by 1.13 percentage points and reaches
a negative impact of -2.14 percentage points in year 5 after the crisis. Conversely, the income
share going to the middle-class increases by 1.18 percentage points in the �rst year and stands
at 2.15 percentage points �ve years later. As far as bottom income groups are concerned, the
e�ects are not clear-cut: banking crises negatively a�ect low-income household but this impact
is not statistically signi�cant, especially for the 20% poorest (see graphs (e) and (f)).

In the second place, we use a “doubly robust estimator”, which combines a linear regression of
changes in the income distribution p periods after a banking crisis with the propensity score
of the latter, which is estimated from a logit model. In Acemoglu et al. (2019) terms, such an
estimator “both reweights observations in the control group by their propensity score and adjusts

the counterfactual outcome using a linear regression model”. This “double” method therefore
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improves the reliability of our estimations because, as explained by Imbens and Wooldridge
(2009), it is consistent if either the linear model for potential outcomes or the logit model for
banking crises is valid. In addition to the lags of income segment, log of GDP and credit-to-
GDP ratio, the covariates of the linear model also include government spending, trade openness,
capital mobility and institutional quality.

Figure 2: ATET based on the propensity score

(a) Top 1% (b) Top 10%

(c) Top 20% (d) Middle-class

(e) Bottom 20% (f) Bottom 10%

Note: The �gures show the over-time average e�ects on treated (ATET) of banking crises on the income share of
di�erent income groups. The ATET are obtained from the propensity score approach and are depicted by a solid
lines with 90% con�dence bands based on cluster-robust standard errors estimates in dashed lines.

The semi-parametric estimates of the dynamic e�ects of banking crises on the income distribu-
tion are shown in Figure 3. Reassuringly, there are no trends preceding the trigger of a banking
crises and the estimated ATET for di�erent income segments are very similar to those from the
propensity score approach. Rich households are the main losers: the immediate negative e�ect
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of a banking crisis on top income shares ranges between -0.69 and -0.76 in percentage points
for the top 1%, top 10% and top 20%, while the impacts over a �ve year horizon amount, in
average for the three indicators, to -1.04 percentage points. This con�rms that banking crises
redistribute income from the rich towards the middle-class, who sees its income share increases
by 1.25 percentage points �ve years after the crisis. In the meantime, the interaction between
banking crises and low-income households remains inconclusive. Although the negative e�ect
of the treatment on the 20% and 10% poorest is consistent with the previous dynamic panel
estimates, its statistical signi�cance and impact over the medium-run do not allow inference of
causal statements.

Figure 3: ATET based on the doubly robust estimator

(a) Top 1% (b) Top 10%

(c) Top 20% (d) Middle-class

(e) Bottom 20% (f) Bottom 10%

Note: The �gures show the over-time average e�ects on treated (ATET) of banking crises on the income share
of di�erent income groups. The ATET are obtained from the doubly robust estimator and are depicted by a solid
lines with 90% con�dence bands based on cluster-robust standard errors estimates in dashed lines.
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6 Conclusion

This paper sought to analyze the redistributive consequences of banking crises in 140 countries
over the period 1970-2017. The existing literature on the interaction between banking crises
and income inequality lacks strong causal assessment and did not take interest in uncovering
the di�erentiated e�ects that a banking crisis may have on segments of the income distribution.
We take a step in this direction by examining the causal e�ect of banking crises on rich, middle-
class and poor households. To do so, we combine Laeven and Valencia (2020)’s database on the
timing of banking crises with the pre-tax national income shares held by the rich (top 1%, top
10% and top 20%), the middle class (households positioned between P21-P79) along with low-
income households (bottom 20% and bottom 10%). This data is obtained at the country-level
from the World Inequality Database (WID), which is one the few database o�ering systematic
and comparable measures of income deciles.

Estimating the causal e�ect of banking crises on income distribution faces several challenges
and there is no perfect strategy to address them. Most importantly, our preliminary descriptive
analysis indicates that income inequality increases in periods preceding the trigger of a bank-
ing crisis, which invalidates the parallel-trends assumption that underlies standard panel data
models. Our approach broadly follows Acemoglu et al. (2019) in using a number of di�erent
strategies, which reassuringly all yield similar results.

First, we estimate a dynamic linear panel model, which includes both country �xed e�ects and
the lags of the income shares. This strategy leads to estimates indicating that a banking crisis
is negatively associated with the right and left tails of the income distribution (top and bottom
income shares), while this correlation is positive for the middle class.

Second, we address the issue of time-varying omitted variables by using an instrumental vari-
able approach. Speci�cally, we build on an extensive body of the literature showing that bank-
ing crisis spread geographically and produce contagion e�ects across borders. The idea is to
identify regional waves of banking crises that are exogenous to domestic economic conditions.
Our IV estimates suggest that the e�ect of banking crises on top incomes and the middle-class
continues to hold, while that on bottom-income shares is not statistically signi�cant.

Third, we introduce a treatment approach framework to estimate the dynamic e�ects of banking
crises on the income distribution. Such an approach models the propensity to experience a
banking crisis, by using lags of GDP and other covariates. The semiparametric estimators lead
to fairly similar estimates: banking crises have persistent e�ects on top incomes and the middle-
class, while their interaction with bottom income shares is not clear-cut.
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Our results have important implications for the design of public policies aimed at limiting the
distributional consequences of banking crises. They can also be useful to policymakers to bet-
ter identify the winners and losers of these crises. For future research, more steps should be
undertaken in order to fully grasp the mechanisms that underlie these e�ects.
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Appendix

Table A1: Countries included in the sample

Afghanistan Colombia Guyana Malta
Albania Comoros Haiti Mauritania
Algeria Congo Dem. Rep. Honduras Mauritius
Angola Congo Rep. Hungary Mexico
Antigua and Barbuda Costa Rica Iceland Moldova
Argentina Cote d’Ivoire India Mongolia
Armenia Croatia Indonesia Morocco
Australia Cuba Iran Mozambique
Austria Cyprus Iraq Myanmar
Azerbaijan Czech Republic Ireland Namibia
Bahamas Denmark Israel Nepal
Bahrain Djibouti Italy Netherlands
Bangladesh Dominica Jamaica New Zealand
Barbados Dominican Republic Japan Nicaragua
Belarus Ecuador Jordan Niger
Belgium Egypt Kazakhstan Nigeria
Belize El Salvador Kenya North Macedonia
Benin Equatorial Guinea Kiribati Norway
Bhutan Eritrea North Korea Oman
Bolivia Estonia South Korea Pakistan
Bosnia and Herzegovina Eswatini Kuwait Palau
Botswana Ethiopia Kyrgyz Republic Panama
Brazil Fij Lao Papua New Guinea
Brunei Finland Latvia Paraguay
Bulgaria France Lebanon Peru
Burkina Faso Gabon Lesotho Philippines
Burundi Gambia Liberia Poland
Cabo Verde Georgia Libya Portugal
Cambodia Germany Lithuania Qatar
Cameroon Ghana Luxembourg Romania
Canada Greece Grenada Russian Federation
Central African Republic Madagascar Malawi Rwanda
Chad Guatemala Malaysia Samoa
Chile Guinea Maldives Sao Tome and Principe
China Guinea-Bissau Mali Saudi Arabia
Singapore Slovak Republic Slovenia Solomon Islands
Somalia South Africa Spain Sri Lanka
St. Kitts and Nevis St. Lucia St. Vincent and the Grenadines Sudan
Suriname Sweden Switzerland Syria
Tajikistan Tanzania Thailand Togo
Tonga Trinidad and Tobago Tunisia Turkey
Turkmenistan Uganda Ukraine United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom United States Uruguay Uzbekistan
Vanuatu Venezuela Vietnam Yemen
Zambia Zimbabwe
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Figure A1: Number of Banking Crises

Table A2: Summary statistics of di�erent national income shares

Variables Obs Mean St. Dev Min Max
1- Top 1% 2,636 15.38 5.54 5.96 63.76
2- Top 10% 2,624 44.38 9.29 24.58 79.87
3- Top 20% 2,591 58.93 8.67 38.27 85.52

4- Middle 21%-79% 2,591 6.66 1.15 1.89 15.17

5- Bottom 20% 2,590 4.18 1.26 0.20 12.66
6 -Bottom 10% 2,584 2.88 1.38 0.01 11.53
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